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(sEM. Vrr) THEORY EXAMINATTON 20tr-r2
DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING

Time : 3 Hours Tbtal Marlcs : 100

Note :- Attempt all the questions. All questions carry equal marks.

l. Attemptany fourofthe following: (5x4=20)

(a) What are the components of an image processing

workstation ?

(b) Define connectivity. What is the difference between

8-connectivrty and m-connectivity ?

(g) What would be the effect of repeated application of
histogram equalization to an image ? Is this repeated

operation helpful in any way ?

(d) Define resolution. What is meant by sampling and

quantization ?

(e) How many gray levels will a half toned image have ?

Explain.

2. Attempt any two ofthe following : (10x2=20)

(a) Explain the concept ofaliasing fortwo dimensional signals.

How does one avoid aliasing ?
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Compare and contrast average filtenng and mddian fiitering.

Explain the power law transformation.

3. Attempt any two of the following :

.r:.i'1... r :.

(10x2:20)

(a) Explain in detail thestages:of edge detection algorithms.

How are they present in edge operators ?

(b) Code the following message using arithmetic coding

algorithm:

SWISS

- (c) Perform image enhancement for the 8 x 8 image dishibution

ihown in the following table :
',i -. ;

rkO I 2 3 4 5 6 7

p*,,E, 10 10 2 t2 t6 4 2

4. Affemptany'twoofthe following : (10x2=20)

(a) Perform histogram equalization on the following image :

(t 3 s\ttt4 4 3ttt
[s22)

(b) Prove that Hadmard transform works for the following

,,image:

(b)

(c)
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"i:How to eonverl:a.colour image to a gray scale imigb and

vice versa ? \ilfhat.*s dieneed{ii gamma correction ?i, : r! - .: " ,- ,,

. ..-.-9,1,,"I. 
tollowing RGB ripl*'to erory and vlQ : . :

r'r"-*(lot) i' '
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5.

'. a :: -*: .:'
Explai* my 6uy ofthe followingi 

.

(a). Difference between image enhancement

restoration.

O) lnverse fihering.

r,..{e},::-. &B{istive codiug.
,j1 

,', . . ,,, :(O Effect of size and shape oft\e nmk onr the filtering process.

(e) ,Srgqificance of inrage enfg.py.

(5x4=20)
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